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AesrnAct
Single crystals of pigeonite and ciinoenstatite from difierent environments have been
examined by the X-ray photographic and diffractometer methods. The reflections with
even for the crystals from volcanic
hlk odd are difiuse compared with those witir'hlk
rocks, while all reflections are sharp for the crystals from plutonic rocks. The measurements
of the spreading of the diftuse reflections with /zfft odd suggest that the spreading is closely
related to composition and thermal history of the specimens.
The difiuse reflections are explained by a domain structure with an antiphase relation
in which each domain is columnar along the c axis and has a shift of (a-lb) /2 from the contiguous ones For pigeonite from the Isle of Mull, the statistical diameter of the columnar
domains is estimated to be about 200 A from the half widths of the diffuse refleclions.
On the basis oI the crystal structure of pigeonite, the domain structure is considered to
be produced by rapid growth of a number of nuclei of pigeonite in a high-temperature
phase with monoclinic symmetry. Clinoenstatite is, however, considered to have changed
from protoenstatite or orthorhombic symmetry.

INrnooucrroN
the pyroxeneswith less
In the ternary system MgSiO3-FeSiO3-CaSiO3,
than 50 percent CaSiO: are generallydivided into two groups: the Carich and the Ca-poor.The Ca-poorpyroxenesfound in nature are orthorhombic or monoclinic.Becauseof their importance in petrology, many
experimental and field studies have been made on these two forms of the
Ca-poor pyroxenes. Occurrencesof the Ca-poor clinopyroxenesin nature
strongly suggestthat the clinopyroxenesare a high-temperature form or a
quenchedproduct of a high-temperatureform (Hess, 1941; Poldervaart
and Hess, 1951). However, recent experimentalresults have thrown a
doubt on this interpretation (Sclar et ol., 1964; Akimoto et al., 1966).
Kuno (1966), summarizing the results of experimental and field studies
on the Ca-poorpyroxenes,suggestedthat pigeoniteis a high-temPerature
monoclinic form different from the monoclinic form synthesized at low
temperatures and high pressures.
Morimoto (1956) and Bown and Gay (1957) found that the Ca-poor
clinopyroxenes differ from the Ca-rich clinopl'roxenes in space group.
Bown and Gay (1957) termed the hkl reflectionswith h*k even, given by
both Ca-poor and Ca-rich clinopvroxenes,class (a) reflections, and those
with htk odd, given only by the Ca-poor clinopyroxenes, class (b) reflections, and they reported that the class (b) reflections were slightly
diffuse compared with the class (a) reflections in some pigeonites. They
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considered,in the same paper, that there was no obvious correlation of
diffusenesseither with the composition or with the probable thermal
state separately. Their terminology of reflections is followed throughout
this paper.
Morimoto, Appleman and Evans (1960) determined the structure of
pigeonite(Mgo aaFeo
from Asio, Japan and comparedit with
szCao.ro)SiOa
that of diopside. They confirmed the diffuse reflections of class (b) from
the pigeonite and suggestedan incipient exsolution of a diopsidic phase
(called augite in this paper) in the pigeonite.
Although most crystals of pigeonite from volcanic rocks are microscopically homogeneous, they show reflections from augite in photographs taken by the X-ray single-crystal methods, indicating exsolution
of augite (Morimoto, 1966).This fact suggestedthat the spreadingof the
class (b) reflections was not directly connected with the exsolution of
augite in pigeonite. Bown and Gay (1960) reported that they did not
observe any spreading of the class (b) reflections from pigeonite of the
Skaergaard intrusion. This suggestsa close relation between the spreading of the class (b) reflections of pigeonite and the thermal history.
In order to elucidate the phase relations of the Ca-poor clinopyroxenes,
it was indispensable to understand the reason for the spreading of the
class(b) reflectionsin some pigeoniteson the basis of the accurate crystal
structure of pigeonite. The refinement of the crystal structure w&s c&rried out for pigeonite from the Isle of Mull (Morimoto and Giiven, 1968),
which shows remarkably diffuse reflections of class (b).
The present investigation has been undertaken to study the spreading
of the class (b) reflections of pigeonite crystals from various localities on
the basis of the accurate crystal structure. The results of this study have
provided a meansfor classifying the Ca-poor clinopyroxenesand a clue to
their phase relations.
Spncruru DBscnrprroN
Single crystals of pigeonite and clinoenstatite from six difierent localities were used in this studv (Table 1). The chemical compositions of the
specimensare plotted in the area of the Di-Hd-En-Fs system (Fig. 1).
ExpenrnrBNtar,
All specimens of pigeonite and clinoenstatite were first examined by the precession and
Weissenberg methods, in order to survey their general features, such as spreading of reflections, exsolution of augite and polysynthetic twinning on (100).
In all crystals examined, the class (a) reflections have generally much stronger intensities than the class (b) reflections, indicating that the (a+b)/z translation is a pseudosymmetry operation and that the lattice is approximately C-centered (Morimoto et al.,
1960; Morimoto and Guven, 1968).
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Ftc. 1 Plot of chemical compositions of pigeonites and clinoenstatite used in the present
study (seeTable 1).

For pigeonites from volcanic rocks (Mull, Asio and Usugoyazawa), all class (b) reflections are diffuse compared u'ith class (a) reflections; weak and sometimes difiuse reflections
from exsolved augite are observed; no polysynthetic twinning is observed. For pigeonites
from plutonic rocks (Moore County and Skaergaard), ctass (b) reflections are as sharp as
class (a) reflections; sharp reflections from exsolved augite or hlpersthene or both are
always observed; no polysynthetic twinning is observed. For ciinoenstatite from Papua,
the diffuseness of the class (b) reflections is not appreciable on photographs; no exsoiution
of augite is observed; polysynthetic twinning parallel to (100) is common. These characteristics of ali specimens examined are summarized and given with their cell dimensions
(Table 1).
The shape or intensity distribution of each diffuse reflection of class (b) was examined
with the Mull pigeonite by taking many precession photographs of difierent orientations
because the Mull pigeonite shows the most remarkable spreading of the class (b) reflections
among the pigeonites examined It was found that the diffuse reflections have a similar
disklike shape regardless of their indices They are always diffuse in the plane perpendicular to the c direction, that is, in the a* ba plane, and the spreading aiong the a* direction
is almost the same as or is slightly greater than that along the bx direction. Spreading along
the r direction is not appreciable in comparison with that of the class (a) reflections. rn a
precession photograph (010) x of the Mull pigeonite (FiS. 2), class (b) reflections spread
along the a* direction are observed together with regular class (a) reflections. Weak reflections from augite, exsolved parallel to (100) of the pigeonite, are also observed
rn order to study the spreading of the class (b) reflections more precisely, the intensity
profiles of selected reflections from pigeonites and clinoenstatite described above were
measured with a scintillation counter and a pulse-height analyzer on the Supper singlecrystal difiractometer, based on the weissenberg geometry. Small crystals were mounted
with the c axis as a rotation axis and were studied with MoKa (\:0.7108 A) and CoKa
(I:1-790 A) radiations. The o-scan method was used at the equi-inclination positions with
continuous scanningat the speedof 0.5"/min.
The profiles of reflections obtained by the o-scan method represent the projection of
the intensity in a direction transverse to the radial reciprocal lattice vector (Alexander and
Smith, 1962). when reflections spread in disklike shape in the plane perpendicular to the
rotation axis c, their observed profiles in higher levels must be corrected for the inclination
angle, p, of the difiractometer to estimate the spreading. Hou'ever, when I is small and
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Frc. 2. Precessionphotograph (010)o* of the Mull pigeonite (specimen No. 1). Curadiation (unfiltered), 15mA, 40K\r, 10 hours. Diffuse reflections of class (b) elongated
along the a* direction are shown by arrows on the right. The reflection from the exsolved
augite is shornn by an arrow on the left.
cos t, is close to one, the correction is small and the profiles of Okl approrimately represent
spreadings of the reflections paral1e1to the a* direction, those of h1l parallel to the b* direction and those of hkl' along directions between the a* and b* directions.
To investigate dependency of the shape of the diffuse reflections on indices in more detail, many reflections with different indices were examined for a crystal of Mull pigeonite
(Table 2). The profiles of 231 and 702 obtained with MoKa are shown together rvith the
profiles of their reference reflections, which will be explained below (Fig. 3). After confirming that the spread of a diffuse reflections is circular or etlipsoidal in the plane perpendicular
to c and constant in shape, regardlessof ildices or wave length of X rays, for one crystal
(Table 2), reflections 052 and 702 rvere selectedfor the measurement of the spread of reflections along the a+ and b* directions for each crystal.
The experimental procedures were simplified as follorvs Each single cr1'stal was first
adjusted b1- the photographic method to have the c axis as a rotation axis, and the cell
'I'hen
the crystal rvas mounted on the
dimensions were obtained fr<im the photographs
diffractometer ancl precisely adjusted by using the strong 600 and 060 reflections; after
completion of the adjustment, the p angle rvas changed to the equi-inclination position for
the secondla1'erand the profiles o1052'and702 were measured; each of them u'as compared
r,vith its trvo reference reflections, rvhich are the nearest higher and lower reflections of
class (a) in the setting angle of the counter, 7 (Arndt and Willis, 1966):352 atd622 lor
O52,and712 and T52 for 702. This comparison enablescorrections to be made for spreading
caused b-vexperimental instruments, crystal mosaicity and diffraction geometry.
Three different crystals of Mull pigeonite rvere examined to study the variation of the
spreading of the class (b) reflections. Although they Co show some differences, the dif-
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T,*r,n 2. Wrorrrs or SoMECr,ess(b) RrlrrcrroNs or rrrn Mull Prcnorvrlrr
(Sprcrunx No. 1), Wrorns or Dru,rusr RruncuoN (Connncrro) Expnnssro
rN Drcnms (a) nNo rN Rncrpnoclr Awcsrnou (r)
CoKa
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233

133

4l
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243
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ferences are much smaller than those observed among specimens from different localities
(Table 3) Thus we can consider that the rvidths of the difiuse reflections are nearly constant for specimens from the same locality.
The profiles of 052 and 702 and of their reference reflections obtained from the Mull
pigeonite (specimen No. 1) are compared with those from the Moore County pigeonite
(specimen No. 6) and the Papua clinoenstatite (Fig. a). In this figure, the profiles of different reflections were adjusted to give them almost the same peak heights. Because the
Moore County pigeonite has two kinds of exsolution of augite parallel to (100) and (001)
(Morimoto and Tokonami, 1969), the class (a) reflections of the pigeonite are superposed
to those of exsolved augite and are slightll. more difiuse than the class (b) reflections,
rvhich have no corresponding reflections from the augite. Crystals from other localities were
also investigated (Table 3).

Rrsur,rs
The diffuse reflectionsmust be explained as due to imperfections in the
structure; the sharp reflections indicate that the lattice is maintained
throughout the crystal. According to the theorl. of the Fourier transform,
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Frc. 3. Intensity profiles of 231 and 702 ol the Mull pigeonite (specimen Nc. 1) taken
with MoKa. Their reference reflections of ciass (a) are also shown'

the crystal must have two regions,both of which have the normal primitive lattice but one ot which is translated by (a-tb)/2 with respectto the
other. In other words, the crystal consistsof two kinds of domains, in an
antiphase relation. The experimental fact for pigeonites that the diffuse
reflectionsof class(b) have a similar shapespreadingperpendicular to the
c direction, indicates that the domains have columnar shapesparallel to
the c direction.
If the intensity distribution of the difiuse reflections of a pigeonite is
obtained in the plane perpendicular to the c direction, it will give accurate
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o52

0az

552

7t2

70?

Mull

Mooro Co.

P oD u o

a

r"tc 4. comparison of the intensity profiles of 052 and 702 an<ltheir referencereflections for the Mull and Moore county pigeonites and for the papua clinoenstatite. rntensitl'profiles adjusted to give almost the same peak height. All profiles taken with coKa.
'laer,n

3. Wrorns or 052 eNn 702, RrnrrsrNrrt
tv Ao eNn I A r, pronAlrr,rrres
op Dolrerx BouNoenrrs Ar,oNc rnt a lNn b DrnpcrroNs axl AlpanrNr
DolrerN Srzns or PlctoNrrrs nNl Cr,rNoexsrerrrr

f ( , \ 0 . 0 1 0 ) f ( \ 0 . 0 0 0 1A - r
Specimen

052
Mull No. 1
No2
No. 3
Mull (mean)
Asio
Usugoyazawa
Papua
Moore Countl'
Skaergaard

702

4t
39
46
28
38
31
42+4 33+6
15
12
28
16
10>
10>
-4" -10^
i
00

052

702

Apparent
domain
SIZC

-200 A

500A
-300 A
700A<

' The class (a) reflections are rvider
than the class (b) reflections becauseof superposition
of reflections from the exsolved augite on the class (a) reflections
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information on the domain structure. Ilowever, the experimental procedures described in the last section gave only profiles of intensity projected on the direction approximatelv perpendicular to the radial reciprocal lattice vectors and we had to interpret the experimentalresults
on the basis of a simple model.
Considera structuie consistingof columnar domainselongatedparallel
to the c direction, in which there are probabilities of finding the domain
boundaries, a and B, for the unit translations, o and b, respectively. On
the assumptionof perfect random distribution of the domain boundaries,
a mathematicaltreatment was carried out for a two-dimensionalsystem,
basedon that of Wilson (1949).The intensity distribution I (hf u.,hla,
lf al) around the reciprocal lattice point hkl with hlk odd is obtained as
follows,

r ( ht r , k I r , t I w ) : l n l n n q l , .r Y " r . ^ ; ; r 0 ; . p . 6 ( w ) ,
ot' t
1fu- lJ't
Ta"
where u, a and w are small fractions, positive or negative, M, ltI and P
representthe numbers of unit translationsalong the a,b and c directions
respectivelvfor the crystal examinedand 6(ar)representsthe delta functron.
This equation means that the profiles of the diffuse reflections projected on the o* and 6* directionshave the Cauchy-typedistribution and
that their half widths are 2af r and 2B/zr along the a* and b* directions
respectively. In fact, the observed profiles of the diffuse reflections for
pigeonite are approximately of the Cauchy type, supporting the model
discussedabove.Therefore,we were able to determinethe valuesof a and
B for different pigeoniteson the basis of the half widths obtained, as
shown below.
Since the profiIes of both diffuse and sharp reflections are approxirnately of the Cauchy type, the widths of diffuse reflections, A" for 052
and 702, correctedfor spreading by experimentalinstruments, crystal
mosaicity and diffraction geometry,were obtained simply by subtracting
the mean half widths of two sharp referencereflectionsnearest to the
diffuse reflectionsin 7, from the half widths of the diffuse reflections.The
widths of the diffuse reflections were finally expressedby the reciprocal
lattice units, I A-t by the following relation on the assumptionthat T is
approximately equal to 20,

r:

i""Oaa^

where \ is the wavelengthof the X rays and I and A are expressedin re-
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ciprocal ingstrcims and degreesrespectively. It is clear (Table 3) that ail
crystals from volcanic rocks show the diffuse reflections of class (b),
while those from plutonic rocks do not.
Based on the equation for the intensity of diffusereflections,the numbers of domain boundaries,a and B for the unit translations o and b
(Table 3), are obtained from the observedvalues of f for 052 and 702 as
follows,
/
o:lzrX
\

f o"s. -. \l / 2

/
p:(rX

fzoz\

a*/

,*.)/,
where 1662and 1762representI for 052 and 7O2.For the MulI pigeonite,
they are both about l/20,indicating that domain boundaries of antiphase
domains occur statistically every 20 unit cellsalong the o and b directions.
If we defineapparent domain size by the mean of t/(aXa*) and 1/(0X
D*), it comesout about 200 A for the Mull pigeonite.The apparent domain sizes are also listed for pigeonites and clinoenstatite from volcanic
rocks (Table 3).
DouarN Srnucrunr oF PrcEoNrrE
The crystal structure of pigeonite,determinedby using the integrated
intensities (Morimoto et a1,.,1960; Morimoto and Giiven, 1968), represents a statistically averagedstructure, which has no direct connection
with the spreading of the class (b) reflections.In this structure, there are
two similar but crystallographically different silicate chains. Chains of
one kind (SiA chains in the structure of the Mull pigeonite, Morimoto
and Giiven, 1968) form layers parallel to (100) (called Iayers A), which
alternate regularly with other layers (layers B) consisting of the second
kind of chains (SiB chains) (Fig. 5).
Since the SiA chains do not differ much from the SiB chains in shape,
the structure of pigeonite can be consideredto have approximately a Ccenteredlattice. The metal atoms are partly orderedin the M1 and M2
positions.For the Mull pigeonite,the site occupanciesare 0.73 Mg and
0.27 Fe for the M1 position and 0.05 Mg,O.77 Fe and 0.18 Ca for the M2
position. The mutual replacementsof Mg, Fe and Ca in the M1 and M2
positions must causelocal modifications in the structure: the atoms surrounding Mg and Fe form a clinoenstatite or clinoferrosilite-Iike arrangement while those surrounding Ca form a diopside-like arrangement. The
resultant structure is the statistical mean of these modifications. The
apparent atomic temperature factors obtained in the structure of the
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b_----------l

Loyer A

MI

o

o

LoyerB

Loyer A

Frc. 5. Structure of pigeonite projected on (001), showing the pseudo-C-centered lattice. A: SiA chains, B: SiB chains.

Mull pigeonite have extraordinarily large values, compared with those
found in other pyroxenes where there is no solid solution. These large
values are consideredto represent the local modifications brought about
by the mutual replacement of metal atoms and by the domain structure.
The domain structure derived in the last section must now be explained
on the basisof the statisticalstructure. Each domain in pigeonitehas the
statistical structure with constant site occupanciesfor the M1 and M2
positions,but is out of phaseby (a|b) /2 from the surroundingones.The
antiphase relation of the domain structure can be schematically shown
(Fig. 6) by representingthe pseudo-C-centered
lattice of pigeonite projected on (001) by black and white lattice points. The phase shift of
(a-lb)/Z between domains is possible in the pigeonite structure with A
and B representing the SiA and SiB chains respectively (Fig. 7a) in the
following two ways: mistakes in alternate stacking of layer A and layer B
causingthe phaseshift along (100), and changesof layer A to layer B or
vice versa in each layer causing the phase shift along (010) (Fig. 7b).
Because the SiA and SiB chains are not much different as mentioned
above, these mistakes take place not by any actual translation of (a*
b)/2bfi by slight displacementsof the atoms in the chains.
The shift of (a-lb)/2 between the domains produces bands with a C-
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Frc. 6. Domain structure of pigeonite projected on (001), showing antiphase relation
with a shift oI (alb)/2.
Pseudo-C-centered lattice shown by black and white lattice
points. The bands of the black lattice points represent domain boundaries.

centered lattic along the domain boundaries (bands of black lattice
points, Fig. 6). Becausethe C-centeredlattice is likely to acceptCa atoms
as in the diopsidestructure, it is natural to consider that Ca atoms are
preferred to Mg or Fe atoms and build a diopsideJike structure at the
domain boundaries.The SiA chains are closerin shapeto the chains in the
diopside structure than the SiB chains (Morimoto and Giiven, 1968),
and are consideredto predominate at the domain boundaries.Thus the
black lattice points representthe SiA chain groups in Figure 6. Because
the diopside-like structure has a slightly Iarger cell volume than the
structure inside the domains,somedisturbancesoccurin the lattice of the
crystal. However, the observed reflections of class (a) of pigeonite are
sliarp, indicating the lattice, to a first approximation, is perfect through-

AAAAAANA
B , B B ,B B , B B , B
AAAAAAAA
B , BB , BB , BB , B

AAAnnAaA

bUTJTJTJbTJTJ

(o)

(b)

Ftc. 7. (a) Pseudo-C-centered lattice of pigeonite projected on (001). (b) Domain
structure of pigeonite projected on (001). The SiA chains are represented b1' A and A',
and the SiB chains by B and B'. An antiphase relation u'ith a shift oI (alb)/2
among
domains is observed in (b).
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out the crystal including the domain boundaries. Therefore, the domain
boundaries must be narrow so that their volume can be neglected compared with that of the domains. Such domain boundaries may be one of
the reasonsfor the extraordinarily large temperature factors encountered
in the structure of the Mull pigeonite.
Thus pigeonite crystals from volcanic rocks are considered to consist
of columnar domains with the statistical structure of pigeonite arranged
parallel to the c direction with a mean diameter of a few tens of unit cells,
which are connectedby films of a diopside-like structure with a thickness
of a few unit cells.
As observedin the precessionphotograph (010)6*of the Mull pigeonite
(Fig. 2), most crystals of pigeonite from volcanic rocks contain exsolved
augite crystallites large enough to give sharp reflections,even though the
crystals look microscopically homogeneous. The exsolved augite is
generally in one or two orientations, approximately parallel to (100) or
(001) of the host pigeonite (Morimoto, 1966).Streaksconnectingthe reflections of pigeonite to those of the exsolved augite are occasionally observed. Since the reflections from the exsolved augite are very weak in
intensity compared with those from the host pigeonite, the augite must
be very small in total volume compared with the host. Since the orientations of the exsolved augite crystallites are different from those of the
domain boundaries with the diopside-like structure, the exsolution of
augite cannot have any direct relation to the formation of the domain
structure.
Thus the crystals of pigeonite from volcanic rocks generally consist of
three difierent parts: the domains with pigeonite structure, the domain
boundaries with diopside-like structure, and the exsolved augite. Since
the volumes of the domain boundaries and the exsolved augite are very
small compared with that of the domains, the total composition given to
pigeonite representsan approximate composition of the domains with the
statistical structure.
TneNsrrroN or PrcnoNrrE AND CrtNonNsrruro
Observations on different pigeonites and clinoenstatite indicate that
the domain structure is closely related to the rate of cooling and possibly
to the chemical composition. The domain structure is most reasonably
explained by considering that it was formed in the processof transition
from high-temperature phasesto pigeonite or clinoenstatite.
Let us consider the processof formation of pigeonite in volcanic rocks.
A large number of pigeonite nuclei appeared in the high-temperature
phase and grew to domains by rapid cooling. This high-temperature
phasehad a structure with a C-centeredlattice, in which all silicate chains
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were crystallographicallyequivalent. Two crystallographicallydifferent
kinds of chains,SiA and SiB, appearedduring the transition to pigeonite.
Becausethe original silicate chains could equally change to the SiA or
SiB chains,an antiphaserelation with a shift (a*b)/2 took place among
the domains of pigeonite,elongatedin the direction of the chains.If two
domains of the same phase grew to make contact with each other, thev
coalescedinto one domain, while between two antiphase domains, an
antiphase dornain boundary was produced. The domain structure could
be retainedby the formation of the Ca-rich domain bonndariesand rapid
cooling,both of which suspendedfurther growth of domains by preventing the displacementand diffusion of metal atoms in the pigeonitestructure. As reported by Bown and Ga1' (1957),heating of the Mull pigeonites at 1000"C for two da-vsis not sumcient to eliminate the domain
structure.
Pigeonitesfrom Moore County and Skaergaardwere also formed by
transition from the high-temperaturephase.The domains, even if they
appeared, grew by slow cooling until the spreading of the class (b) reflectionscannot be detectedby the X rays.
If the high-temperaturephase was orthorhombic, the nucleation of
pigeoniteof monoclinicsymmetrv must have beenequally possiblein two
orientations,mirror images of each other in (100), and resulted in fine
polysynthetic twinning on (100) of pigeonite.Sincethe domain structure
is observedin single crystals of pigeonitesfrom volcanic rocks and no
polysynthetic twinning on (100) is observedin pigeonitesfrom either
volcanicor plutonic rocks,the high-temperaturephaseis consideredto be
monoclinic.
Becauseextensivemigration of Ca and other metal atoms was necessarv for the exsolutionof augite in the Ca-poorpvroxenes,the exsolution
of augite must have taken place in the high-temperaturephaseprior to
its transition to pigeonite,in which the dornainstructure is still retained.
The exsolution of augite observedin pigeonitesfrom not only plutonic
rocks but also volcanicrocks follows monoclinicsvmmetry, sharing (001)
or (100) or both with the host. If the high-temperaturephasewas orthorhombic, the exsolution must have taken place with orthorhombic svmmetry. The orientations of the exsolvedaugite in pigeonites also support
the monoclinic symmetry of the high-temperature form.
Thus all the observed results on pigeonites seem to support the existence of a high-temperaturephasewith a C-centeredmonocliniclattice,
from which pigeonites were directly derived. However, this does not
necessarilvmean that the structure of the high-temperaturephase consistsof only one kind of silicatechain as in the diopsidestructure.In fact,
it seemsdifficult for the structure of clinopl'roxenesto have onlv one kind
of silicate chain even at high temperatures when most of the metal atoms
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are Mg and Fe atoms,becauseone kind of silicatechain resultsin a structure with spacestoo large for Fe and Mg atoms, as in the diopsidestructure (Morimoto and Koto, 1968). Ifowever, we can consider the case
where the domains becomesmaller in the domain structure of pigeonite
so that the class(b) reflections becomemore diffuse and finally disappear
in the background. In this case the SiA and SiB chains have local order
but complete distant disorder, in the terminology suggestedby Megaw
and quoted by Smith and Mackenzie (1961), and the two chains are considered to be crystallographically equivalent. The high-temperature
phase of pigeonite must have such a disorderedarrangement of two kinds
of chains resulting in a C-centered lattice. It is probable that this hightemperature phasecan make a wide solid solution with augite. Exsolution
of augite can be easily formed through diffusion of metal atoms in this
structure when the solid solution becomesunstable.
For clinoenstatite from Papua, the polysynthetic twinning on (100) is
commonly observed,indicating a transition from the orthorhombic hightemperature phase,protoenstatite. In this transition, crystallographically
equivalentsilicatechainsin protoenstatite(Smith, 1959)changedto two
different kinds of chains and the domain structure appeared in each individual of the twinned clinoenstatite. However, becauseof deficiency of
Ca atoms, the movement of the domain boundariesmust have been easier than in pigeoniteand the domains were able to grow. This is seenin
the limited spreading of the class (b) reflections in clinoenstatite from
Papua (Table 3).
The existenceof a protohypersthenewith orthorhombic symmetry was
not indicated in this study, other than that of protoenstatitefor clinoenstatite from Papua. It is, however,possiblethat the high-temperature
phase of monoclinic symmetry has another higher-temperature phase of
orthorhombic symmetry. The observation of protohypersthene from the
Moore County pigeonite in the presenceof liquid by Yoder et al. (1963)
suggestsa possibility of protohypersthene.
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